What Happens in Vegas
Stays in Vegas
By: Pranjal Gupta
It’s not very obvious, but you need to decode all the QR codes to solve this puzzle 
Here are all the decoded values:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9MwYUFLYF0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craps#Rules_of_play
Who won?
All-in in every round, i.e. if you lose once, you are out of the game.
The shooter always bets on the Pass line.
Dice pass to the next shooter in the same order as they came.
Pass Line: Lawyer and Lifeguard
Don’t Pass: Others
Doctor shoots: 1,2
Don’t Pass: Hunter and Model
Pass Line: Others
Dice Rolls: 5,4; 6,6; 3,5; 3,6
Pass Line: Author and Fighter
Don’t Pass: Others
Dice Rolls: 2,2; 3,5; 4,2; 6,1

Explanation of all QR codes:
•

•
•
•
•

The first QR code points to a YouTube video of an ad from the “What happens here, stays here” campaign
showing a man trying to pick up girls by testing out different occupations. Every occupation mentioned in
the video is one of the players in the game, which becomes more clear when you see the QR codes for the
game play.
The second QR code points to the Wikipedia page of the casino game “Craps” specifically pointing to the
rules section on the page.
The third QR code says “Who won?” which is basically the question you need to answer to solve the puzzle.
The next three QR codes gives some extra conditions/rules for the game of craps in the puzzle.
The rest of the QR codes give the details of the three rounds of game play after which the game ends.
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Game Play:
•
•

•

•

•

Players in the order as they came (in the video):
o Doctor, Lifeguard, Driver, Model, Hunter, Fighter, Lumberjack, Author, Lawyer
Round 1: (Players: All)
o Doctor, lawyer and lifeguard bet on the “Pass” line and everybody else bets on the “Don’t Pass” line.
o Doctor shoots a dice roll of 1, 2 in the come-out phase which means crapping out and anyone
betting on the pass line loses.
Round 2: (Players: Driver, Model, Hunter, Fighter, Lumberjack and Author)
o Hunter and Model bet on the “Don’t Pass” line and everybody else bets on the “Pass” line.
o Driver (because he is next) shoots a dice roll of 5, 4 in the come-out phase which sets the point
number of 9.
o Then he hits the point by shooting 6, 6; 3, 5; 3, 6 and anyone betting on the pass line wins.
Round 3: (Players: Driver, Fighter, Lumberjack and Author)
o Author and Fighter bet on the “Pass” line and everybody else bets on the “Don’t Pass” line.
o Driver (again because he is still in the game) shoots a dice roll of 2, 2 in the come-out phase which
sets the point number of 4.
o Then he rolls a seven before hitting the point 3, 5; 4, 2; 6, 1, therefore, anyone betting on the “Pass”
line loses.
The Lumberjack wins since he was the only person who had bet on the “Don’t Pass” line in the last round.

Answer: LUMBERJACK
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